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Abstract The foundation of model analysis is the con-
ceptual model. Surprise is defined as new data that ren-
ders the prevailing conceptual model invalid; as defined
here it represents a paradigm shift. Limited empirical data
indicate that surprises occur in 20–30% of model analy-
ses. These data suggest that groundwater analysts have
difficulty selecting the appropriate conceptual model.
There is no ready remedy to the conceptual model prob-
lem other than (1) to collect as much data as is feasible,
using all applicable methods—a complementary data
collection methodology can lead to new information that
changes the prevailing conceptual model, and (2) for the
analyst to remain open to the fact that the conceptual
model can change dramatically as more information is
collected. In the final analysis, the hydrogeologist makes
a subjective decision on the appropriate conceptual
model. The conceptualization problem does not render
models unusable. The problem introduces an uncertainty
that often is not widely recognized. Conceptual model
uncertainty is exacerbated in making long-term predic-
tions of system performance.

R�sum� C’est le mod�le conceptuel qui se trouve � base
d’une analyse sur un mod�le. On consid�re comme une
surprise lorsque le mod�le est invalid� par des donn�es
nouvelles; dans les termes d�finis ici la surprise est
�quivalente � un change de paradigme. Des donn�es
empiriques limit�es indiquent que les surprises appa-
raissent dans 20 � 30% des analyses effectu�es sur les
mod�les. Ces donn�es sugg�rent que l’analyse des eaux
souterraines pr�sente des difficult�s lorsqu’il s’agit de
choisir le mod�le conceptuel appropri�. Il n’existe pas un
autre rem�de au probl�me du mod�le conceptuel que: (1)
rassembler autant des donn�es que possible en utilisant

toutes les m�thodes applicables—la m�thode des donn�es
compl�mentaires peut conduire aux nouvelles informa-
tions qui vont changer le mod�le conceptuel, et (2)
l’analyste doit rester ouvert au fait que le mod�le
conceptuel peut bien changer lorsque des nouvelles in-
formations apparaissent. Dans l’analyse finale le hydro-
g�ologue prend une d�cision subjective sur le mod�le
conceptuel appropri�. Le probl�me du le mod�le
conceptuel ne doit pas rendre le mod�le inutilisable. Ce
probl�me introduit une incertitude qui n’est pas toujours
reconnue. Les incertitudes du mod�le conceptuel de-
viennent plus importantes dans les cases de pr�visions �
long terme dans l’analyse de performance.

Resumen La base para hacer un an�lisis de un modelo es
el modelo conceptual. Se define aqu� la sorpresa como los
datos nuevos que convierten en incoherente al modelo
conceptual previamente aceptado; tal como se define aqu�
esto representa un cambio de paradigma. Los datos em-
p�ricos limitados indican que estas sorpresas suceden
entre un 20 a un 30% de los an�lisis de modelos. Esto
sugiere que los analistas de modelos de agua subterr�nea
tienen dificultades al seleccionar el modelo conceptual
apropiado. No hay otra soluci�n disponible a este pro-
blema del modelo conceptual diferente de: (1) Recolectar
tanta informaci�n como sea posible, mediante la utiliza-
ci�n de todos los m�todos aplicables, lo cual puede re-
sultar en que esta nueva informaci�n ayude a cambiar el
modelo conceptual vigente, y (2) Que el analista de mo-
delos se mantenga siempre abierto al hecho de que un
modelo conceptual puede cambiar de manera total, en la
medida en que se colecte mas informaci�n. En el an�lisis
final el hidroge�logo toma una decisi�n subjetiva en
cuanto al modelo conceptual apropiado. El problema de la
conceptualizaci�n no produce modelos inffltiles. El pro-
blema presenta una incertidumbre, la cual a menudo no es
tenida en cuenta de manera adecuada. Esta incertidumbre
en los modelos conceptuales se aumenta, cuando se hacen
predicciones a largo plazo del comportamiento de un
sistema dado.
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Introduction

Models today have become a ubiquitous part of science.
Uncertainty is a fact with groundwater models. Uncer-
tainty arises in part because there is always an incomplete
sample of the subsurface environment in which ground-
water flows. A number of methods have been introduced
to minimize the uncertainty in the parameter set that the
models require. Many of the widely used modeling codes
and their associated parameter estimation algorithms,
such as MODFLOW-2000 (Hill et al. 2000), are designed
to obtain an optimum set of parameters—a set of pa-
rameters that minimizes the difference between the model
predictions and the observations. Using these methods the
analyst can estimate the uncertainty that the parameters
introduce into model predictions. However, these meth-
ods say very little about the underlying uncertainty as-
sociated with the selection of the conceptual model; the
focus in this paper is uncertainty associated with the
conceptual model.

Many thoughtful people consider conceptualization
one of the thorniest problems in modeling (if not science).
Every model has as its foundation a conceptual model.
The conceptual model is the basic idea, or construct, of
how the system or process operates; it forms the basic
idea for the model (or theory). Zheng and Bennet (1995)
provide a good description of the conceptual model:

A conceptual model contains numerous qualitative and
subjective interpretations. The appropriateness of the
conceptual model cannot be tested until a numerical
model is built and comparisons between field observa-
tions and model simulation results are made. Thus one of
the most useful things about a numerical model is that it
provides a tool to test and improve the conceptual model
of a field site. It also provides a guide to future data
collection, particularly in those cases where additional
data are needed in order to produce a conceptual model
consistent with field observations. For this reason, one
should not wait until a ‘perfect’ conceptual model is
formulated before starting to assemble the numerical
model. Instead, conceptual and numerical modeling
should be viewed as an iterative process in which the
conceptual model is continuously reformulated and up-
dated.

A number of ideas flow from this description:

1. The conceptual model is based on the subjective
judgment of the analyst. Often one loses sight of this
fact.

2. A numerical model provides a tool by which to test the
appropriateness of the prevailing concept.

3. One can expect the conceptual model to be continu-
ously updated as new information is acquired.

Conventional wisdom (or conventional dogma) dictates
one’s conceptual model—more on this below. The point

is that the conceptual model results from decisions made
by the analyst, either actively or passively.

In a Ground Water issue paper, entitled From Models
to Performance Assessment—The Conceptualization
Problem this author drew the following conclusions
(Bredehoeft 2003):

1. Modelers tend to regard their conceptual models as
immutable.

2. Time and again errors in prediction revolve around a
poor choice of the conceptual model.

3. More often than not, data will fit more than one con-
ceptual model equally well.

4. Good calibration of a model does not ensure a correct
conceptual model.

5. Probabilistic sampling of the parameter sets does not
compensate for uncertainties in what are the appro-
priate conceptual models, or for wrong or incomplete
models.

Several of these points are illustrated in the discussion of
specific models below.

This paper stemmed from a discussion with Shlomo
Neuman concerning the Ground Water paper referred to
above (Bredehoeft 2003); the particular concern in this
paper is the role of surprise in conceptualization. Unfor-
tunately, there is very little empirical data to bolster this
author’s argument for surprise. For the most part the ar-
gument relies upon data from the author’s experience as
both a scientist and a groundwater consultant. That ex-
perience involves a limited data set—usually too limited.
What little empirical data there are from others tend to
reinforce the author’s experience.

In this paper the author argues that true scientific
surprise happens sufficiently frequently that it makes
model predictions subject to additional significant errors.
First one needs a definition of surprise before continuing
the argument.

Surprise

In the context of this paper surprise is defined as the
collection of new information that renders one’s original
conceptual model invalid. The above quotation from
Zheng and Bennett (1995) established the idea that the
conceptual model is expected to change as new infor-
mation is obtained. Changes in conceptual models range
across a spectrum from modest changes in parameter
values at one end of the spectrum to a complete paradigm
shift in what was the prevailing conceptual model at the
opposite extreme. Surprise, as this author defines it, en-
tails a complete paradigm shift; the original concept needs
to be rejected, or completely revised and a new model
introduced to explain the new information. Since there is
a spectrum of possible changes it may be difficult to
define whether the change in a conceptual model is within
the usual expectation or whether a surprise (a complete
paradigm shift) occurred.
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There are numerous examples of surprise in the history
of science. One can illustrate by discussing the surprise
that revolutionized geology in the later part of the 20th
century—plate tectonics.

Moving continents was a conceptual idea introduced
by the geophysicist Alfred Weggener in 1912. Most earth
scientists, especially in United States, were collectively
adamant that this was a far-fetched notion that could not
be true. Something happened in the late 1950s and 1960s
that caused earth scientists to take another look at conti-
nental movement—the earth science community acquired
new data.

A group of geophysicists collected magnetometer data
from the ocean floor first in the North Pacific off Cape
Mendocino on the west coast of North America. Remnant
magnetic strips were discovered in the bedrock beneath
the ocean floor (Mason 1958). These were explained as a
result of sea floor spreading (Vine and Mathews 1963).
Quickly the geologic community had to revisit conti-
nental drift—plate tectonics was proposed as a conceptual
model. Today, with Global Positioning Satellites (GPS)
technology, we can now measure the relative motion of
the plates in real time—plate motions are real.

Every geologist knows this story—scientists tend to
think of these surprises as great exceptions. Plate tec-
tonics is the surprise that revolutionized the study of the
Earth in the 20th century. In groundwater hydrology the
Theis equation revolutionized the science in the 1930s.

Prevailing paradigms
What one chooses as a conceptual model is a function of
the status of knowledge in science. As a young geologist
one of the author’s mentors, N.W. Bass, remarked—“a
geologic report is always a progress report”—this author
continues to reflect on this remark. For example, plate
tectonics changed geology and changed our conceptual
model of tectonics. Theis (1935) and Jacob (1940)
changed groundwater hydrology by introducing the tran-
sient theory of groundwater flow.

One can take for example the Theis/Jacob equation.
Before Theis/Jacob the prevailing idea regarding
groundwater flow was that the flow was incompressible
as reflected by the Thiem equation. Following Theis/Ja-
cob hydrogeologists analyze groundwater flow as com-
pressible. One can go on with these examples; the point is
that the prevailing science conditions the ideas of scien-
tists—and their conceptual models.

As the prevailing paradigms change so will the con-
ceptual models. The fact that science changes over time
probably makes very little difference if one restricts their
model predictions to the near term. However, as scientists
begin to predict for long periods into the future the fact
that science itself is dynamic, and changes over time,
lends further uncertainty to long-term predictions.

Plate tectonics and the Theis equation are big issues
that changed the conceptual models that geologists and
groundwater professionals use to view the earth. The
relevant question is—are there similar surprises, that are

not so global, yet render one’s initial conceptual model
invalid? In the author’s experience there are.

One can distinguish two kinds of paradigm shifts that
lead to surprise:

1. Surprise that flows from a revision in scientific theory.
2. Surprise that flows from new information about a

particular site.

The following examples illustrate surprise that flows from
new site information.

Examples of hydrogeologic surprise
The author began modeling in the 1960s; much of his re-
search career at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) was
spent in exploring conceptual models that could explain
fluid phenomena observed in the subsurface. He left the
USGS at the end of 1994; since then he has been con-
sulting—going on 10 years. The author’s consulting ex-
perience is most relevant here. While consulting he worked
on 21 major investigations that involved models. These
were a varied spectrum of studies—water supply, con-
taminant transport, Superfund Sites (designated by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency—EPA), nuclear waste,
etc. In these 21 studies there have been surprises four to six
times—some instances are not so clear. Examples of the
surprises encountered by the author are discussed below.

Before proceeding it is of interest to further clarify the
definition of surprise. A surprise is new information that
causes a rethinking of the conceptual model. It is not
simply a revision in a parameter set, or a new calibration
of the model.

WIPP (The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant),
New Mexico, USA
The original concept for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) was that the mine for radioactive waste disposal
in the Permian, Salado Salt would be dry. This was the
view of a National Academy of Science Panel that con-
vened in the 1950s and suggested salt as the preferred
medium for a nuclear repository—the panel included such
distinguished hydrogeologists as C.V. Theis and King
Hubbert. At the WIPP site it was originally recognized
that the salt contained 0.5% brine in vesicles within the
salt crystals, but it was thought that the brine within the
vesicles was unlikely to migrate. The original concept
was that a mine in salt would be dry. Once an exploratory
mine was opened at WIPP, it was found that the salt
contained 1–3% brine in interstices between the salt
crystals, and this brine would migrate into the mine.
Measurements made during heater experiments, before
the heaters were turned on, demonstrated conclusively
that brine was flowing to the mine. Later a sealed room
experiment proved even more conclusively that brine was
moving into the mine. Under normal operations the ven-
tilation system removed the moisture.

Thus the salt mine that was originally conceived as dry
now became damp. Moisture generates gas within the
repository. The original concept had to be totally revised.
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The change in concept did not mean WIPP was unviable
as a repository; however, it did require a totally revised
conceptual model and a revised analysis.

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, USA
Yucca Mountain had a similar surprise when data became
available from the exploratory underground drift. Chlo-
rine 36 was found that was generated from nuclear bomb
testing. This suggests that there is a so-called fast path for
moisture movement through the mountain that is unac-
counted for by the accepted theory for water transport in
an unsaturated media. The theory for flow through the
unsaturated zone has been modified to uncouple flow
through major fractures and faults from the matrix. The
jury is still out on Yucca Mountain; finding chlorine 36 at
depth does not by itself make Yucca Mountain a bad site
for a nuclear repository. However, it caused a reevalua-
tion of what is the appropriate conceptual model to de-
scribe moisture movement in the mountain.

Both the surprises at WIPP and Yucca Mountain came
when scientists/engineers mined into the subsurface—in
both cases mining provided better geologic access and
new information. The two nuclear repositories in the
United States had, what the author would term, surprises
that rendered the original conceptual models unviable—
two for two. In both instances there were large scientific
teams that initially proposed conceptual models that later
surprises showed were invalid.

LANL (Los Alamos National Laboratory),
New Mexico, USA
Radioactive wastes are disposed of at Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory (LANL). Most of the wastes were
placed in excavations on the top of the dry mesas. The
moisture movement beneath the mesas has been exten-
sively studied. The moisture movement, as reflected by
the moisture profile data, is enigmatic, at best. The un-
certainty in the unsaturated zone flow is captured by this
quotation from the performance assessment document
(Los Alamos National Laboratory 1997):

...It is critical to distinguish these possibilities and deter-
mine if the apparent source term is physical or not, be-
cause the region may or may not provide a moisture
source driving flux at greater depths throughout the un-
saturated zone beneath the mesa. This controls the overall
unsaturated transit time to the ground water and thus the
impact on the site Performance Assessment depends
critically upon resolving the hydrologic flows in this re-
gion (the unsaturated zone). ...

The canyons rather than the mesas are where most of the
groundwater recharge occurs at Los Alamos. Even though
the flow through the unsaturated zone on the mesas is not
understood, it may not cause a significant problem for
waste disposal at Los Alamos.

Los Angeles, California, USA
The author engaged in a consulting project in the Los
Angeles area where the concern was the migration of
contaminants. A flow model was created, and calibrated
to the available head data in the usual manner; unfortu-
nately the head data were not uniformly distributed
throughout the area of interest. In the investigation flow
vectors were mapped that were 90	 different from those
predicted by the accepted model for the area. These
vectors could not be explained by a simple “tweaking” of
the existing model; the vectors were reconciled with a
different conceptual model.

In this instance the flow model was very large, in-
volving approximately ten layers and more than several
hundred thousand nodes. Even with a preprocessor it was
time consuming to extensively revise the model. There
was reluctance on the part of the initial modeling team to
recast the model with a new conceptual design. The initial
model had gained a momentum of its own; even though it
was shown to be seriously flawed.

Santa Barbara, California, USA
The author investigated a contaminated site in Santa
Barbara. Several models were created of the site. There
was ambiguity on how a recent fault west of the site
impacted groundwater flow. The author’s model analysis
indicated that the fault was permeable, contrary to others
that conceived the fault to be impermeable. Making the
fault permeable changed the pattern of groundwater flow.

Summitville, Colorado, USA
Summitville is a Superfund site, a mine in Colorado where
gold was recovered in a heap leach operation. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the State of Col-
orado reclaimed the site after the mining company went
bankrupt. The reclamation was based on a model analysis,
done by the mining company before going bankrupt, that
indicated that by plugging an adit, that drained the mine
workings, the water table would rise to an elevation that
flooded several open pits in the area of the mining. The
hypothesis of the reclamation plan was that tailings placed
in the open pits would become saturated with groundwater
that in turn would greatly retard the formation of acid
mine drainage from the tailings. Geological mapping of
the area had clearly identified a host of natural seeps in the
vicinity of the mines. The mining company modeling to-
tally overlooked the natural seeps that were drained by the
adit, but would be reactivated once the adit was plugged.
The natural seeps would drain groundwater keeping water
levels below the open pit.

Based on the modeling approximately $100 million
was spent to move tailings back into the open pits. The
adit was plugged, but the groundwater levels did not rise
to fill the pits; the old seeps were reactivated all over the
mountain. Without groundwater saturating the tailings
acid mine waters are generated more or less unimpeded.

At some point society must take action even with in-
complete information. Summitville was an instance where
the agencies responsible for reclaiming the site were
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anxious to act; they wanted to demonstrate that they were
proactive. There was abundant information to suggest that
the remedy selected would not alleviate the acid mine
drainage. In the rush to action, the cautionary information,
as well as carefully designed experiments to test the
conceptual design were bypassed. The Superfund pro-
gram enables the reclaiming agencies to recover their
costs; however, the U.S. Federal Courts have ruled that
where the remedy implemented is not effective the party
causing the contamination is not obligated for the ex-
pense. In this case the government recovered only a token
amount of the cost of reclamation. Acid mine drainage
continues from the site.

Other investigations
In the author’s consulting he has been involved with 15
other model investigations. There is no indication in the
other investigations that the conceptual models were
sufficiently flawed that a surprise occurred.

Post audits
The author’s limited set of investigations represents a
small sample of the world of groundwater models. It is of
interest to increase the sample size. Konikow (1986) and
Anderson and Woessner (1992) performed post-audits of
model predictions. They attempted to assess the ques-
tion—did the model do a good job of predicting the future
response of the groundwater system? The focus here is
different; the author is asking were there surprises in these
model studies. Even so, their data is of interest. In some
instances what they suggest as a weakness in the con-
ceptual model seems to be an incomplete parameter dis-
tribution.

Groundwater hydrologists have been modeling using
analog models since the 1960s and digital groundwater
models since the 1970s. There should now be a number of
models that could be evaluated by a post-audit. Unfortu-
nately, while many model predictions were made, in
many instances the development scenarios analyzed were
very different from the actual development that followed
the model analysis. Society acted differently than the
scenarios that were analyzed.

One can read two messages from the fact that society’s
behavior was different than the scenarios analyzed. On
the one hand, the results of the model scenarios may have
induced a more enlightened behavior. For example, the
community would reduce its reliance on groundwater as a
result of the analysis; this was done at El Paso, Texas,
USA. On the other hand, society may be viewed as much
more fickle, behaving in a different manner than what was
anticipated in the model studies. In either case the number
of investigations in which the model scenarios anticipated
actual development is small; as a consequence the number
of post-audits of models is also small.

Arkansas River Valley, Colorado, USA
Konikow and Bredehoeft (1974) used a flow and transport
model to analyze the build up of salt in the alluvial
aquifer associated with the Arkansas River. Their model

predicted a long-term salt accumulation in the aquifer; the
early model results indicated that salt would continue to
accumulate in the aquifer. Konikow and Person (1985)
used 1982 data to evaluate the predictions made in 1974.
The patterns of salt concentration were similar to those
predicted; however, there was no observed long-term
accumulation of salt. The salt concentration was stable
over time with only annual fluctuations. The 1974 model
was based upon only one year of data for calibration.
Konikow and Person (1985) concluded that one year was
too short a period of calibration to resolve the issue of a
long-term trend in the salt accumulation.

Blue River Basin, Nebraska, USA
Alley and Emery (1986) did a post audit of an analog
model that was built in 1965 for the Blue River Basin,
Nebraska. The model predicted declines in both ground-
water levels and streamflow as a result of pumping
groundwater for irrigation. The post audit showed that the
model over-predicted the decline in groundwater levels
and under-predicted the decline in streamflow. It appears
that the parameters of the model were poorly estimated;
the storativity was too low. More water was induced to
flow from the stream than the model predicted. Whether
the interconnection with the stream was poorly defined
conceptually is unclear.

Coachella Valley, California, USA
Konikow and Swain (1990) reviewed a model analysis
that Swain (1978) created of both groundwater flow and
transport for the Coachella Valley, California. The model
was originally calibrated to 40 years of data. The model
was used to predict water levels seven years into the fu-
ture. The post audit showed large errors in the predicted
water levels. There were very significant recharge events
from tributary creeks in the area that were totally unan-
ticipated in the initial conceptualization, even though
there was 40 years of prior data with which to calibrate.
The wet year recharge events were unexpected; the
unanticipated wet year recharge events were a surprise.

Houston, Texas, USA
The modeling at Houston is somewhat different; Jor-
gensen (1981) reviewed the history of modeling the area
where a series of three models was constructed to model
groundwater conditions. The U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) created an electric analog model in the early
1960s. This model predicted drawdowns in the Houston
area, but did not include in the conceptual model the land
subsidence caused by the groundwater pumping. In 1975
a second analog model was constructed by the USGS that
included the compression of the clay confining layers that
creates land subsidence. In the late 1970s the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey created a digital aquifer model that de-
scribed the regional area that included Houston. The
conceptual model for the digital model was much the
same as the 1975 analog model. The Houston modeling is
an instance of iterative modeling in which each new
model builds on the previous effort: each model is an
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improvement. The later models were improved concep-
tually by including the land subsidence.

HYDROCOIN—Salt Dome (hypothetical site)
The HYDROCOIN project was designed to test several
codes on well-defined test cases. Unfortunately, most of
the test cases did not have analytical solutions so that
there was no well-defined correct answer; one could only
see if the various models produced similar answers. A
‘salt dome’ test case was set up to simulate variable
density groundwater flow over the top of a salt dome in
which salt was dissolving into the groundwater. The
boundary condition specified at the top of the salt was a
constant concentration boundary. Six groups analyzed the
problem using six different models. Konikow et al. (1997)
showed that all six of these groups had not created the
constant concentration boundary condition specified in
the problem—all six had gotten it wrong.

INEL (Idaho National Engineering Laboratory),
Idaho, USA
Robertson (1974) created a flow and transport model for
the INEL site. Using his model he predicted the move-
ment of radioactive constituents; tritium was the most
mobile of the constituents. In 1980 eight wells were
drilled along the southern boundary of INEL in an effort
to detect the tritium plume. Lewis and Goldstein (1982)
reported on the data from the eight new wells, and eval-
uated Robertson’s earlier prediction. Robertson predicted
a longer plume with less transverse dispersion than what
was observed in 1980. The problem in Robertson’s pre-
diction relates to values used for transverse and longitu-
dinal dispersivity. The transverse dispersion at the INEL
site is usually large; it as large as the longitudinal dis-
persion.

Phoenix, Arizona, USA
An electric analog flow model was built of the Phoenix
area by the USGS in 1968 (Anderson 1968). The model
was calibrated with 40 years of data—1923–1964. Pre-
dictions were made using the model. Konikow (1986) did
a post audit of the Phoenix model. The predictions of
future groundwater levels proved to be much too pes-
simistic. Groundwater pumping was greatly reduced by
the Central Arizona Project that brought surface water
from the Colorado River to Phoenix. The post audit in-
dicated that the Phoenix model contained bias in the pa-
rameter distribution. Konikow (1986) was able to
demonstrate that this bias was not related to errors in the
projected pumping. The technology is improved since the
1960s; there are new tools to estimate parameter distri-
butions—MODFLOWP, UCODE, PEST. These methods
should facilitate better identification of the parameters

Uranium Tailings, Ontario, Canada
Flavelle et al. (1991) used a flow and transport model to
predict the movement of hydrogen ions (H+) out of a ura-
nium tailings pile. The model was calibrated to data taken
in 1983 and 1984. The model was then used to predict
concentrations for 1989. Data collected in 1989 showed that
the inner portion of the plume was predicted with reason-
able accuracy; however, the outer part of the plume was
poorly predicted. This indicated that the single distribution
coefficient used in the model was an inadequate represen-
tation of the ongoing chemical interactions associated with
the plume—the conceptual model was inadequate.

Summary
Table 1 summarizes both the author’s consulting experi-
ence and the post-audit results reported by others.

Table 1 A summary of sur-
prises in modeling results

Prototype Modeler Model type Surprise Comments

Arkansas Valley Konikow Transport No Need longer period of calibration
Blue River Emery Flow No Need better parameters
Coachella Valley Swain Flow Yes Recharge events unanticipated
Houston Jorgensen Flow/

subsidence
? Iterative modeling

HYDROCOIN Konikow Transport Yes Boundary condition modeled poorly
INEL Robertson Transport No Need better parameters
Los Alamos Los Alamos Unsaturated

flow
? Flow through unsaturated zone

not understood
Los Angeles area Bredehoeft Flow Yes Flow vectors 90	 off in model
Ontario U tailings Flavelle Transport Yes Need more than one distribution

coefficient
Phoenix Anderson Flow No Need better parameters
Summitville Bredehoeft Flow Yes Seeps on mountain unaccounted for
Santa Barbara Bredehoeft Transport ? Fault zone flow unaccounted for
WIPP WIPP pro-

ject
Flow Yes Salt had 1–3% interstitial brine

Yucca Mountain YM project Unsaturated
flow

Yes Chlorine 36 indicates fast flow path

Other models 15 Flow/
transport

No Bredehoeft’s consulting—
no conceptual problems

Total 29 7 yes
(3 ?)
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Discussion

This review points out that surprises occur in the model
investigations reviewed with reasonable frequency—20–
30% of the time. This indicates that it is not an easy
matter to conceive of the appropriate conceptual model.
The relevant question then is—how often is the chosen
conceptual model inadequate, and yet new information is
not uncovered to invalidate the prevailing conceptual
model? Can one extrapolate from the data to suggest that
this situation occurs 20–30% of the time, even though a
surprise is not discovered? The available post-audit data
suggests that groundwater analysts make mistakes in
constructing their conceptual models reasonably fre-
quently.

Can hydrogeologists solve
the conceptualization problem?
A number of authors have considered the conceptual
model problem. Most investigators propose a strategy for
constructing alternative conceptual-mathematical models
of subsurface flow and transport, and then selecting the
best among them, or alternatively rejecting those models
that are deemed to provide an inadequate fit to the ob-
servations. Among the studies are: Carrera and Neuman
(1986), Sun et al. (1995), Neuman (2003), Neuman and
Wierenga (2003), and Tsai et al. (2003a, b). The selection
strategy is based upon the analyst proposing a set of al-
ternative conceptual models. Neuman and Wierenga are
careful not to suggest that the set of conceptual models
selected is a complete set of all possible models. Con-
sidering a set of possible conceptual models will un-
doubtedly improve model selection.

While the idea of formally considering more than one
conceptual model is good, this author has never seen the
idea put into practice. In his experience, analysts have
selected what they judge to be an appropriate, single
conceptual model. The parameters of the model are often
changed as new data is acquired; however, there is a re-
luctance to abandon the conceptual model unless new
data shows that the original concept can no longer fit the
data. At WIPP, for example, there was a reluctance to
consider that brine could exist between the salt crystals
and would migrate into the mine until the evidence was
irrefutable.

Clifford Voss (USGS) reflects the view of other ana-
lysts who would like to go further with the idea of a set of
possible conceptual models; Voss stated (personal com-
munication):

In the end, we may not know which is correct, or which is
‘best’, but as imaginative hydrogeologists, ... we can
imagine a full range of possibilities.

The Voss strategy presupposes that one can envision the
entire set of possibilities. If anything, the history of sci-
ence teaches humility; science is replete with true sur-
prises. For example, no one conceived that the Salado Salt
at WIPP contained 3% brine in the interstices between the

salt crystals before the exploratory mine was opened.
Similarly, no one conceived of a fast path for flow at
Yucca Mountain before Chlorine 36 was found in the
exploratory mine drift. These were surprises, totally
unanticipated by large scientific teams.

Surprise is a part of science. The data indicate that in
many cases hydrogeologists were not sufficiently in-
formed to imagine what is the entire set of possible
conceptual models. Furthermore, the scientific commu-
nity is constrained in its selection of conceptual models
by the prevailing scientific dogma—dogma that changes
with time. Surprise is here to stay; it adds to the uncer-
tainty of the scientific endeavor. It adds to the uncertainty
of model predictions; it is an additional uncertainty that
the hydrogeologic community lives with.

Shlomo Neuman also recognizes that surprises occur;
in correspondence with the author he states:

Yet no matter how large the supporting database may be,
there always is a possibility that new observations and
experimental data become available which the existing
theory (or model) can neither reproduce nor explain ...

Given the fact that such surprises occur, it is presump-
tuous to imagine that one can envision the entire suite of
possible conceptual models in complex hydrogeologic
settings. Given surprise, the quotation from Oreskes and
Belitz (2001) is even more appropriate:

We don’t know what we don’t know, and we can’t
measure errors that we don’t know we’ve made.

As suggested above, considering a set of conceptual
models will aid in solving the problem; however, as long
as one admits that surprises can occur the conceptual
model problem is not solved—the problem is here to stay.

Do hydrogeologists continue to model?
Of course—models are useful in integrating and synthe-
sizing our knowledge about hydrogeologic systems in a
way that allows us to both (1) gain insights into how the
systems function, and (2) make predictions about future
performance. Most hydrogeologists, including this author,
regard models as our best tools for the task. However,
anyone engaged in this process must recognize its in-
herent uncertainty. The conceptual model problem makes
model predictions inherently more uncertain. The fact that
surprise occurs should give the community more pause—
pause that reinforces the notion of uncertainty.

One can identify three broad categories of model use:
(1) conceptual model synthesis, (2) short-term predictions
for management, and (3) long-term predictions.

Conceptual model synthesis
One uses a model to synthesize mathematically the con-
ceptual model of a site, and to test the concept against the
data. This is extremely useful and provides a means to
screen alternative concepts. This use of the model is often
most useful in rejecting concepts that are infeasible, or
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most unlikely. Zheng and Bennett (1995) in their defini-
tion of a conceptual model, quoted above, expressed this
view of model use.

In many instances data are lacking on certain param-
eters, the model provides a means to estimate the nu-
merical value of these parameters. One can then ask
questions—are the parameters values reasonable, or do
we need a new conceptual model? For example, often one
does not have hydraulic conductivity values for confining
layers because of the difficulties associated with acquiring
such data. The model can be used to estimate confining
layer conductivities.

Analyzing more than a single process at a given site
provides different information; often this information
provides new insights. For example, analyzing both flow
and transport at a site provides more information than
flow alone. Transport introduces quantitative estimates of
porosity and dispersivity that can provide better insights
into the actual mechanism of groundwater flow at the site.

Using models for conceptual model synthesis is most
appropriate; they provide the analyst with improved
professional judgment. In the end, this may be the most
important use of models, more import than future pre-
dictions.

What if—model predictions in the near future
Models are useful in making predictions on how a
groundwater system will behave if one takes certain ac-
tions. For example, how will the system respond if we put
a new well field at a particular location? Models can be
used to analyze management options.

Petroleum engineers have perfected the art of short-
term reservoir predictions. They look at the models from a
pragmatic perspective. They create the mathematical
model from their best understanding of the prevailing
theory. They then apply the model to a particular petro-
leum reservoir. They adjust the parameters to match an
observed history of reservoir performance—they call this
match a “history match” (rather than model calibration).
They then use the history-matched model to make a
prediction of reservoir performance. However, they have
caveats regarding their predictions. The rule of thumb is
not to rely on the predictions much beyond a period equal
to the period of history match. In other words, if one
matches a 10-year reservoir history the engineer has some
confidence in making a 10-year prediction. Beyond the
10-year prediction the engineer questions his confidence
in the prediction.

Petroleum reservoir engineers avoid making claims
that they have the correct conceptual model. They say
simply we did the best we could to create what we think is
an appropriate model of the reservoir. We will use this
model to make a prediction of performance in which we
have confidence, for a period equal to our history match.
These rules of thumb could well be applied to ground-
water analyses.

Groundwater models are especially useful in assessing
the sustainability of a groundwater reservoir. Using the
model one can estimate whether the system, given a

particular development, will be able to sustain the stress
indefinitely into the future, or will there be unwanted
impacts. For example, can pumping from a particular
aquifer be sustained indefinitely? This author argued that
a model analysis is the best tool to answer this question
(Bredehoeft 2002).

There are many other examples of management
questions for which the model is most useful. For ex-
ample, will pumping from an aquifer near the seacoast
induce seawater intrusion? A corollary question—is there
a better location for the pumping that will minimize, or
control the intrusion? Another example, how best does
one cleanup a contaminated aquifer?

Groundwater systems that are large and involve the
water table are slow to respond to stress. Often it takes
several hundred years for such systems to reach a new
equilibrium state where there is no additional change in
groundwater storage. Even so, the author includes these in
this class of analysis.

The short-term predictive model is useful for making
enlightened management decisions. The list of examples
where models were used to address management ques-
tions is very extensive.

Long-term management decisions—
long-term predictions
Hydrogeologists are now being asked to make long-term
predictions of groundwater system performance, espe-
cially in association with the site selection of nuclear
waste facilities. Groundwater models are being the basis
for “Performance Assessment (PA)” in the site evaluation
of nuclear waste facilities. Predictions of performance are
being made to 1,000 and 10,000 years—sometimes lon-
ger. It is in these instances that the conceptual model
problem becomes most daunting. There is no history for
the system that comes anywhere close to the period that is
being predicted—the petroleum engineer’s rule of thumb
cannot be applied.

Performance Assessment treats the uncertainty in the
model parameters by running the model iteratively with
parameters sampled from a probable range of possible
values. The model predictions are examined statistically.
If a large majority of the predictions fall within a range
considered safe, then at least one criterion for a safe re-
pository is satisfied. Performance Assessment does not
test the adequacy of the conceptual model. The concep-
tual model may be all-important in making good long-
term predictions of performance.

When predictions extend to 1,000 years, or longer, one
can expect science itself to change. For example, the
current transport theory, with its changing dispersivity
with distance, is thought by many to be inadequate. One
might expect a different transport theory to emerge in the
next 1,000 years. This could change long-term predictions
of transport.

Long-term model predictions are subject to the greatest
error. One can expect great uncertainty in these predic-
tions. Conceptual model problems play a large role in the
uncertainty of these analyses. As suggested above, ana-
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lyzing a set of potential conceptual models, while it may
help, does not solve the problem.

Summary and conclusions

There are a host of applications where a groundwater
model, used prudently, is quite useful. Perhaps foremost
among these applications is the use of the model in syn-
thesizing information, testing alternative conceptual
models mathematically, and in providing the analyst an
understanding of how the system functions—i.e., formu-
lating professional judgment. Models are also useful in
making management decisions. Usually, these entail
predictions in the relatively short-term. Groundwater
models involve much greater uncertainty when used to
make long-term predictions. It is in the long-term pre-
dictions where conceptual model uncertainty adds the
largest element of uncertainty.

Modelers also recognize a pervasive element of pro-
fessional judgment in creating models and judging their
effectiveness. To some extent these ideas are embedded in
what we generally refer to as model calibration. Unfor-
tunately, model calibration may or may not adequately
test our conceptual model—too often an incomplete
conceptual model can pass the test of being calibrated.
Too often the models have proven to be incomplete or
wrong—as hydrogeologists, we make mistakes. Oreskes
et al. (1994) summarized the uncertainty in modeling;
they state:

...the establishment that a model accurately represents the
‘actual processes occurring in a real system’ is not even a
theoretical possibility.

Probabilistic Performance Assessment does not overcome
the inherent uncertainty in modeling. Performance As-
sessment is conducted in a probabilistic mode to com-
pensate for the uncertainties in the parameters (and per-
haps the boundary conditions). As suggested above, un-
certainties in what are the appropriate conceptual models
are not compensated for by probabilistic sampling of the
parameter sets of wrong, or incomplete conceptual mod-
els.

Oreskes and Belitz (2001) regard the conceptual model
as the most difficult problem in modeling; they state:

Conceptualization is probably the most thorny issue in
modeling. It is the foundation of any model, and everyone
knows that a faulty foundation will produce a faulty
structure... . ... Yet what to do about it remains a problem.
Much attention in model assessment has focused on
quantification of error, but how do we quantify the error
in a mistaken idea?... .... It is uncertainty rooted in the
foundations of our knowledge, a function of our limited
access to and understanding of the natural world. Almost
by definition, conceptual error cannot be quantified. We
don’t know what we don’t know, and we can’t measure
errors that we don’t know we’ve made.

Iterative modeling in which one continues to monitor and
revise the models to fit new data provides the best op-
portunity to avoid errors, including errors of conceptual-
ization. However, iterative modeling while it improves
our odds for success is not foolproof; models still have an
inherent uncertainty.

Given the inherent uncertainty associated with models,
Oreskes and Belitz (2001) ask another relevant question:

...are predictions necessary for policy decisions?
Uncertainty associated with model predictions may

make alternative strategies or complementary courses of
action more reasonable for society. We should examine
the alternatives in the light of uncertainty associated with
model predictions in an effort to find a truly robust so-
lution. This is especially true where society is taking ac-
tions that have consequences far in the future.

At some point society finds it necessary to take action,
action in the case of groundwater based upon some degree
of incomplete information. (Hydrogeologists never have a
complete description of the subsurface.) For societal ac-
tions that have far reaching consequences, it is prudent to
seek truly robust solutions to the problem. For example,
the U.S. Department of Energy is actively engaged in
preparing a license application for a facility at Yucca
Mountain to serve as a high-level nuclear waste repository
for the country. Deep geologic disposal, as envisioned for
Yucca Mountain, was proposed to sequester nuclear waste
within the earth where it would be removed from the
human environment. As originally conceived society,
once the facility was closed, one could abandon the site
without causing a large risk to humankind. The question
arises—when does one ‘close’ the facility?

As currently conceived the facility at Yucca Mountain
will dispose of nuclear fuel rods in a density that creates a
high thermal load for the repository host rocks. Models of
how the host rocks and their entrained moisture will be-
have under this high thermal loading push the envelope of
the available models.

This author argues that because of the uncertainties
discussed above, especially the conceptual model prob-
lem uncertainties, society would be best served by treat-
ing the early history of waste disposal at Yucca Mountain
more as a scientific experiment. Extensive data could be
collected during and following the emplacement of wastes
in the repository. These data could be used to compare
against the model predictions of performance. The models
could be revised in the iterative manner described above,
and new predictions made. Should problems arise, mod-
ifications in the repository operations might be called for.
In an extreme case, some, or all the waste might need to
be retrieved. Society may find that the waste itself is more
valuable in the future, and should be retrieved and re-
processed. Under this scenario one would only close the
facility once one was convinced that the model was ad-
equately calibrated for a prolonged period of observation,
and was satisfied with the future predictions of perfor-
mance. There seems to be no strong scientific reason to
rush to close the facility—there are good reasons not to
rush.
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Viewing long-term nuclear waste disposal as a scien-
tific experiment requires rethinking, and a different mind-
set. It is the kind of rethinking that Oreskes and Belitz
(2001) suggested when they asked the question:

...are predictions necessary for policy decisions?
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